The character of his Sermon is Holiness ; he is not witty, or learned, or eloquent, but Holy. A Character that Hermogenes never dream'd of ; and therefore he could give no precepts thereof.
George Herbert, A priest to the temple,  C ritics of seventeenth-century sermons have commonly divided preaching styles along the lines of the political and doctrinal divisions in the Church, associating the plain style with Puritans and what is now called the ' metaphysical ' style with the Laudians (or ' avant-garde conformists '). This simplistic and flawed dichotomy can be shown to be based on the transferral of theories from classical rhetoric that were only partly relevant to discussions of preaching before the Restoration. Behind this transferral lies the assumption that preaching was always considered a branch of rhetoric, rather than a sacred office that makes use of the techniques of rhetoric : that it aims primarily to persuade the hearers through the use of the argumentative and ornamentative resources of oratory. But such a description is alien to the This article was delivered as a paper to the Tudor and Stuart History seminar in Cambridge : I would like to thank the participants for their comments. I would also like to thank Patrick Collinson, Arnold Hunt, Jeanne Shami and Alan Cromartie for their help and advice. of the Laudians. But Miller also maintained that the Ramism and keen anti-rhetorical prejudice of Puritans made them acutely anxious to limit the use of persuasive language in preaching and this, he claimed, had an immediate and obvious impact on their style. It divorced ' thought from expression ', as their sermons were worked out ' in terms of logic ' and only then ' punctuated ' with rhetorical tropes.( Both Mitchell and Miller mapped the debate over preaching styles onto the age-old debate about the function and value of rhetoric : they assumed that preachers' use of rhetorical techniques implied that preaching was considered a rhetorical art, and so both writers devoted considerable attention to early modern education in logic and rhetoric. They assumed that the psychological theories that dictated forms of persuasion were shared by preachers and rhetors alike. Miller and Mitchell independently found that the dichotomy between persuasion by rational argument using a dialectical plain style and persuasion by moving the emotions through the use of a mellifluous style continued to dominate early modern discussions of rhetoric. Early modern writers who disavowed deliberate eloquence would, they argued, be taking an anti-rhetorical position. When Perry Miller and W. Fraser Mitchell projected the debate on rhetoric onto discussions of preaching, the result was a dichotomy between antirhetorical plain and rhetorical ' metaphysical ' styles. Miller's Puritans, as good Ramists, thought of rhetoric as adding only ornamentation to an oration, ornamentation that could move the affections contrary to truth. Consequently, they restricted their use of the techniques of rhetoric to exhortations to the hearers. Ramist logic helped the preacher to dissect his text and present his doctrines.) Mitchell's Anglo-Catholics abandoned the ' cold logic ' of Calvin for a style that would move the affections by its beauty, a grandiloquence that is equated with an avowed use of the art of rhetoric. Unlike Miller, he can find no persuasive force in a dialectical plain style ; it ' could only result, as it did result, in baldness and inelegancy of diction '.* Broadly speaking, the dichotomy established by Fraser Mitchell and Miller has determined the subsequent debate on preaching rhetoric. Horton Davies follows Fraser Mitchell in his work on the characteristics of metaphysical preaching, although he does insist that not all ' metaphysical ' preachers were ' of the Arminian type '."! Debora Shuger proposes two styles as dominant in the period  to , a ' passionate plain style ' and the ' Christian grand style ', a Miller."" So it can be argued that underlying most discussion of seventeenth-century preaching is the distinction drawn from secular rhetoric between persuasion by the reason using a dialectical plain style or by the passions using a ' grand style '."# This is not, however, accurately descriptive of early seventeenth-century theories of preaching. Reformed doctrines of Scripture created profound differences with classical theories of persuasion, making the latter inappropriate as a theoretical basis for homiletics.
In order to understand the precepts and advice offered in early modern preaching rhetorics, we must describe the preacher's role in terms of the doctrine of the Word, remembering its primary reference to the second person of the Trinity. God has chosen the ' foolishness of preaching ' ( Cor. i. ) to make the Word operative in the Church. Preaching is, therefore, one of the primary means appointed by God (along with the sacraments) for the receipt of grace."$ For many Puritans, it was the essential means because faith was thought to be first given ordinarily during preaching."% It is for this reason that attending sermons became so important : the event was an opportunity for grace even if the message delivered there had been heard many times.
There are two very important implications of this emphasis on the Word as Christ that are central to the English Reformed theory of preaching : first, it makes the Bible more than a means of information. Scripture is not merely a record of the sayings of Christ ; it is a revelation of God under the ' veil ' of its words."& Consequently, preaching is more Fridays, Dry Drayton produced very few converts to a sincere and evangelical faith. The cause of this failure, according to Clarke, was ' the untractableness and unteachableness of that people '.#! The alternative, that the success or failure of a preacher was measured by the effect of his sermons on his hearers, was untenable because it would leave the operation of God's ' ordinance ' wholly in the hands of fallible men. None the less, preachers ' efforts in exhortation had to be guided by the assumption that the Spirit might choose that moment to work on the hearts of unconverted hearers. Arthur Lake offers an arresting solution to this problem in an ordination sermon, where he writes that ' in a Ministers Commission Grace is Universall ; we should labour the conversion of all and every one : neither should any man except himselfe, but labour to bee in the number of that all to whom God sendeth '.#" The English Reformed theory does not stress the preachers' dependence on the Spirit to the extent that the preacher is thought to be directly inspired. A carefully nuanced relationship was defined between the preacher, the hearers and the Holy Spirit, as can be seen from the writings ") Thomas Granger, Paul's crowne of rejoicing, or, the manner to hear the Word with profit, London  (RSTC ), -. It is noteworthy on the question of quotation (see below) that Granger, a Puritan, refers to the Greek version of his text to facilitate his exposition while later condemning ostentatiously learned preaching and the use of Greek and Latin when the hearers cannot understand them (pp. , -, , -).
"* On English congregations as ' mixed auditories ' see Perkins, The arte of prophecying, in Works, ii.  ; Richard Bernard, The faithful shepheard, London  (RSTC ), -. Joseph Hall makes such an assumption in The righteous mammon, when he explicitly addresses his sermon to those among his hearers who have been converted from worldliness and can receive his message : Works, ed. Philip Wynter, Oxford , v. .
#! Samuel Clarke, The lives of thirty-two English divines, London  (Wing C.), -.
#" Arthur Lake, Sermons with some religious and divine meditations, London  (RSTC ),  (nd pagination). This statement is consistent with Lake's hypothetical universalist stance on predestination : Nicholas Tyacke, Anti-Calvinists : the rise of English Arminianism, c.
- ' (p. ) . So the words that the preacher delivers are not plain and powerful because they are the voice of God unmediated by the preacher, but because they show the preacher's attempt to interpret and explain the truths contained in Scripture in a way that all of his hearers can understand and that most powerfully demonstrates his conviction of that truth. (As well as an interpreter, the preacher is ' a faithfull witnesse of God ', p. .) Nor does Perkins make his description of the preacher's duty a prescription for successful preaching : he describes the hearers ' obligation also. They are to hear their ministers ' gladly, willingly, reverently and obediently ' (pp. -). I would argue that Perkins's ideal of a sermon in which the Spirit is demonstrated, or manifest, is not one that is in danger of making the preacher a ' passive medium ' for the Spirit.#% What Perkins is demanding is that the preacher deliver his sermon in an unostentatious way with a primary concern to teach and exhort his hearers, not to demonstrate his learning. If, as he should sincerely wish and pray, the spirit gives him grace to preach ' to edification ', then that Spirit will be evident (and so ' demonstrated ') in his sermon, making it powerful and effective on all well-disposed hearers. ' of ' preacher ', ' him that interpreteth the Scripture, teacheth, and exhorteth in the Congregation, by discoursing upon the scriptures, and applying them as occasion serveth '. Finally, John Wilkins, the last person to write on this method of sermon composition, gave a similar definition with great economy in his handbook Ecclesiastes (): the ' principall scope ' of the ' divine orator ' was to ' Teach clearly, Convince strongly. Perswade powerfully ', and so ' the chief parts of a Sermon ' are ' Explication, Confirmation, Application '.#& This summarises the art of preaching in the Elizabethan and early Stuart Church : it was an act of biblical interpretation whereby the teachings of the Bible were made relevant (or applied) to the circumstances of the sermon and to the hearers ' lives.
The doctrinal basis is of fundamental importance to English Reformed preaching theory : it reveals the nature of God's salvific plan and shows how that should dictate actions. It is for this reason that Jacobean preachers developed a method of composition particular to preaching, which aligned the preacher's advice on life and morals with his biblical text. The preacher first ' divided ' the biblical text on which he spoke, that is, he distinguished the words or phrases from which the main points would be taken (or rather, in which the doctrines to be expounded were found). These sections of the text were then dealt with in detail in the main part of the sermon, in which the scriptural text was shown to contain certain precepts : this was called the ' explication ' of the text. The precepts thus ' uncovered ' were then applied to the hearers' lives or to the circumstances of the day (the ' application ' of the doctrines). Although these principles did not necessarily dictate the structure of the sermon (an explication, followed by an application ending in an exhortation and prayer), in the simplest of sermons this was the case. For this reason, such sermons were said to use, in Abraham Wright's phrase ' the plaine easie way of Doctrine and Use'. #' More complicated ways of structuring sermons were used, sometimes through a manipulation of the order of the words of the text in the division or by intermingling explication and application throughout the sermon. None the less, such elaborate compositions still demonstrate the assumption that the preacher's task was to explain the words of the text and apply them to the circumstances of his sermon. The description of preaching as an exercise in explication and application meant that there was both a didactic and an exhortatory element in most sermons, which paved the way for both an unfigured, expository style in explication but also a more vehement, more highly figured style in exhortation. None the less, the assumption that the starting place of the sermon's argument (and the proof of that argument) lay in its explication of a scriptural text did emphasise the didactic aspect of preaching, and from this, primarily, came a concomitant emphasis on plainness. To teach, the preacher must speak in a way that will be understood, and so an appropriate ' plainness ' rather than an identifiable ' plain style ' was a virtue that most preachers avowed, because it made them better teachers. The arguments for plainness, then, arise less out of a wish to appeal to the reason of the hearers than from a wish to demonstrate the scriptural basis of all that the preacher says.
Although preaching was not considered a branch (or genus) of rhetoric, this does not mean that preachers were thought to have no need for deliberate eloquence. Particular importance was attached to the exhortation of hearers to follow the doctrines presented in a sermon, and here the techniques of rhetoric were most often called to the service of the preacher. Preachers were advised to exhort their hearers partly by presenting compelling arguments for the advice delivered, but also through the use of a more vehement style. In The faithful shepheard () Richard Bernard advises the preacher to ' use perswasions and exhortations ' after he had proved his doctrines and also to use the resources of rhetoric to this end. But Bernard is only advising the use of the techniques of rhetoric, the ' engins of that Arte and grace in speaking '.#( He does not imply that preaching is itself a branch of rhetoric, an ' art ' of speaking well. The preacher uses the arts of logic, rhetoric and grammar as best suits his pastoral purpose, just as the theologian uses the liberal arts as handmaids to the ' Queen of Sciences '. Even with this allowance for using the ' arts of speech ', numerous occasions could arise when a ruthlessly unadorned style could impede the preacher's aim. A learned auditory, for example, might be bored by a sermon perfectly suited to an unlearned audience. The governing idea in most seventeenth-century discussions of preaching styles is rhetorical decorum. This dictated that a preacher's style and theme were ' fit for the hearers … agreeing to the persons, the time and the place ', as Richard Bernard advises.#) #( Richard Bernard, Faithful shepheard, London  (RSTC ), . To an extent, Perry Miller was right to suggest that in ' plain style preaching ' formal rhetoric was deployed in the application of doctrines : New England mind, -. I argue that it was not restricted to this part of the sermon ; nor did this mean that the rest of the sermon was antirhetorical.
#) Bernard, Faithful shepheard ( edn), .
The importance attached to decorum can help us unravel some of the issues at stake in the tangled debate over the use of quotations from extrabiblical sources. Many Puritan writers considered the use of quotations in Latin and Greek from the church Fathers (and, even more, from pagan writers) to be inappropriate in preaching before most auditories for two reasons : first, the auditory might not understand the words, and second, they might not understand the difference in authority between the quotations, which would lead them to confer on the writings of men the esteem that belonged to Scripture alone. For this reason, Samuel Hieron condemned the use of quotations from Fathers and pagans in sermons, because he says what ' makes preaching honourable in the hearts of Gods people ' is ' their understanding it, so as that they may feele the sweetnes of it, and receive comfort by it '.#* Statements like this have been interpreted, then and now, as showing that all Puritans placed a complete ban on quotations from anything other than the Bible.$! The position articulated by most Puritan writers on this subject is far more careful, however. William Perkins advised that the use of ' humane testimonies, whether of the Philosophers, or of the Fathers ' should be used only when they are the most likely means ' to convince the conscience of the hearer '. William Ames writes that ' in the ordinary course of Preaching, among auditors that are unskilfull in such matters ', quotations from pagan writers are to be ' altogether … abstained from '. Quotations from the church Fathers cannot be used as proofs, or, among common hearers, as illustrations or for ' ornaments sake '. They can, however, be used ' to convince the pertinaciousnesse of some, to refute the slanders of the enemies, and to helpe the weakenesse of others ', provided that the preacher makes it clear that he is ' compelled to goe out of the bounds of the Scriptures '.$" This principle was considered too restrictive by many conformist writers, who allowed the use of quotations more generally provided they were translated or the auditory a learned one. The question #* Hieron, Dignity of preaching, -. $! In his report on his examination by Archbishop Abbot, John Howson claimed that Puritans forbad all use of quotation, an allegation that James  agreed with but that Archbishop Abbot ridiculed : ' John Howson's answer to Archbishop Abbot's accusations ', ed. Nicholas Cranfield and Kenneth Fincham, Camden Miscellany XXIX (Camden th ser. xxxiv, ), -, -. This exchange shows the complexity of the problem : -which Abbot rejects -Howson's and James's insistence that Puritans disallow quotation demonstrates that there was a widespread perception that Puritans placed a ban on all extrabiblical quotation or citation. Elsewhere, Abbot's position echoes Perkins, when he argues that although ' some men of learning have disliked the over-much heaping up of Sentences out of the Fathers, to no purpose or needlessely, & especially if it have bin done in Latin or Greeke, when Sermons are made to the ordinary people in the vulgar tongue ', the ' judicious ' uphold this opinion in so far as it is ' the abuse ' and not ' the use ' of the Fathers that is criticised : The reasons which Doctour Hill hath brought, for the upholding of papistry, … unmasked, London  (RSTC ), - ; see also pp. -.
$" Perkins, Arte of prophecying,  ; Ames, Conscience, - (rd pagination).
of ostentation in the display of learning was countered by arguments for the importance of the church Fathers in the Church's exposition of Scripture and teaching on morality. In a sermon preached at St Giles Cripplegate in , Lancelot Andrewes dismisses as an ' imagination ' the idea of some hearers that they ' must heare no Latine, nor Greeke ; no, though it be interpreted ' and insists on the importance of arguments from the Fathers and pagan writers.$# Similarly, in a Paul's Cross sermon of , Thomas Myriell criticises those who make use of the Fathers without referring to them, as such preachers effectively ' father [the Fathers' interpretations] all upon themselves '. The use of quotation, as with other aspects of preaching styles, was to be determined by rhetorical decorum and the primary duty to teach and exhort. It was in balancing these goals that disputes arose. Of course, it would be wrong to suggest that the debate over quotations was the only, or the most important, point of contention between Elizabethan and early Stuart churchmen with regard to preaching. For many, the importance given to preaching by some Puritan writers proved unpalatable. What remains to be discussed is whether this debate resulted in a theory of preaching, and whether that theory gave rise to a method of sermon composition different from that described here as ' English Reformed '.
The uniqueness of preaching as the means of acquiring saving knowledge for the Puritan movement was one of the issues debated between John Whitgift and Thomas Cartwright in the Admonition Controversy in the early s.$$ In his Defense of the aunswere, Whitgift awards no precedence to preaching as a means of grace, but writes that ' both preaching therefore and reading be meanes whereby God doth call to salvation those that be his '.$% A generation later, Richard Hooker made the same point in the Laws, writing that ' wherein whatsoever fitt meanes there are to notifie the mysteries of the worde of God, whether publiquelie (which we call preaching) or in privat howsoever, the worde by everie such meane even ordinarily doth save '.$& But Hooker takes Whitgift's argument much further when he suggests that the reading of Scripture might be of more benefit to the hearers, as it is unmediated (and so not misinterpreted) by the preacher.$' He also seems to suggest that the salvific function of Scripture, read or preached, stems from the information that it imparts, rather than from the operation of grace on those present. Scripture ' serveth than onlie in the nature of a doctrinall instrument. It saveth because it maketh wise to salvation '.$( This is clearly a very different argument from the one advanced by Whitgift : if sermons are ' doctrinall instruments ' (in Hooker's phrase) then they are means of salvation only insofar as they teach the hearers what is required to be saved. The event of the sermon is not itself an opportunity for the receipt of grace, a critical point for the English Reformed theory of preaching.
The most famous preacher against preaching, and the clearest link between Hooker and the avant-garde conformists, is Lancelot Andrewes.$) Andrewes's opinion is difficult to establish because of its diffusion throughout his sermons, but it does contains obvious elements of the English Reformed theory of preaching. None the less, Andrewes's positioning of preaching, particularly in relation to prayer, does point its demotion as a means of grace.
The traditional elements in Andrewes's discussions of preaching are his inclusion of it among the ' meanes to procure the Spirit's comming ' along with prayer and the sacraments.$* He also follows the main current of English Reformed thinking on preaching by insisting on the connection between the Word that is Christ and the word of Scripture that is made effective to the hearers in the sermon by the Holy Spirit. In a sermon delivered on Whitsunday in , he writes :
The Holy Ghost is Christ's Spirit, and Christ is the Word. And of that Word, the word that is preached to us, is an abstract. There must needs be a neernesse and alliance, between the one and the other. And indeed (but by our default) the Word and the Spirit (saith Esay) shall never faile or even part ; but one be received, when the other is. We have a plaine example of it this day, in S Peter's auditorie, and another, in Cornelius and his familie (Acts X) even in the sermon-time, the Holy Ghost fell upon them, and they so received Him.%! Andrewes's most emphatic and repeated complaint against preaching was one that was common to many other preachers : the hearers approached the sermon as entertainment and were passive in the event. In his most famous attack on sermon-centred piety, preached before the king at Greenwich in ,%" Andrewes complained that they were ' hearers ' but it more a means to prayer than an instrument of grace in its own right. His stress on its use to show the people how to ' call upon the name of the Lord ' is also close to Hooker's argument that preaching is a ' doctrinall instrument '. His use of an image of ears being ' filled and even farced with ' sermons points to the inevitable conclusion of Hooker's argument : it is possible to hear too many sermons, a problem not encountered with God's other ordinances.%)
These arguments are to be found in the sermons of other avant-garde conformists. In his controversial  Paul's Cross sermon, John Howson insisted that the emphasis on sermons in contemporary religious culture, and the neglect of prayer that went with it, resulted in the means to the service of God being preferred before the end, prayer, ' and ', Howson argues, ' the rule is Semper finis excellit id quod est ad finem '.%* Richard Meredeth argued extensively for the subordination of sermons to prayer in a court sermon published in . He claims the authority of St Paul (paraphrasing  Tim. iii. ) to insist that ' the end of preaching is to teach men to live well & vertuous [sic]'.&! Like Hooker, and far more than Andrewes, Meredeth denies preaching any evangelical purpose and makes it a mere means of informing the hearers. Henry King seems to present a similar opinion in his Paul's Cross sermon of , in which he argues that his hearers were guilty of listening to too many sermons. Using startling images of gluttons suffering from ' surfets ' from ' too full feeding ', similar to, though far more emphatic than Andrewes 's ' farced ' ears, King argues that people hear more at sermons than they can understand or remember.&" The event of the sermon is of no consequence ; the purpose of preaching is to inform the hearers, and therefore it has limited use in the Church. This is a real departure from the Reformed theory of preaching, because it silently dismisses the role of the Holy Spirit in the event of the sermon. Because preaching is merely a means to acquire saving knowledge, the sermon is not, as Puritans had argued, a primary means of grace. Nor is it conceptually different from any other sort of oration that exhorts to virtuous action.
These arguments in opposition to the sermon-centred piety of early Stuart England cannot be said to produce a new method of sermon composition : Andrewes, Laud and Buckeridge all leave evidence in their sermons of using the principles of dividing, explicating and applying their biblical text that lay at the heart of the English Reformed method of sermon composition. This is often manifested in the marginalia of the printed sermons : in all but five of the sermons in Andrewes's XCVI sermons, the division of the text is clearly marked in the margin, and many of them note the applications also.&# Whether Andrewes or his editors were responsible for the marginal notes is not clear. In Laud's own sermons, although no marginal notes signal the division of the text or the application, these exercises are clearly presented in the body of the sermon.&$ So too with Buckeridge's funeral sermon on Andrewes : in keeping with common practice in funeral sermons, he explicates his text before applying it to the occasion and this is denoted by the word ' applicatio ' in the margin.&% Although the avant-garde conformists did offer a challenge to the English Reformed theory of preaching, this did not translate into a new method of sermon composition : that change came with the Restoration. What caused that change was the dissolution of the carefully articulated theory of the role of the Spirit in preaching during the Civil War, when the avowal of direct inspiration prised apart the balanced roles of the preacher, hearer and Spirit in the English Reformed method. The moment of this shift can be seen in the debate between William Dell and Joseph Sedgwick in Cambridge in . In The stumbling-stone, delivered in Cambridge in , William Dell, Master of Gonville and Caius College, puts forward an extreme version of the topos that the efficacy of preaching is dependent upon the operation of the Spirit. He argues that those who are given the grace to receive the Word have not only a better, but a different understanding of it than carnal people :
Now when God teacheth us his word Himself, we have an other understanding of it than other men who hear and read the same outward words, and yet want that &# The exceptions are sermons ,  and  on the resurrection (although the latter two have roman numerals to note the division, , ) and the second and third sermons on several occasions. The application (or ' use ' or ' the duty ', or ' our duty ') Dell was answered by Joseph Sedgwick in a sermon preached in Cambridge later in . In the extended, printed version, Sedgwick uses arguments common to the tradition of the English Reformed theory of preaching, but he also uses some that point forward to the attack on Nonconformist preaching during the post-war era. He defends the use of quotations in foreign languages by preachers within the limits accepted by most writers before the war. Before an unlearned audience, it may show vanity but ' this is no prejudice, if they afterward interpret it to the people '. Before a learned auditory, however, there are good reasons for using quotations in the learned languages : ' Must it needs be ostentation here to confirme an exposition of the Word of God from the originall Text, or to shew that this is not onely their private fancy. '&* Dell's definition of the preacher's duty is also consonant with earlier writers : the preacher is to ' expresse our thoughts accommodately to the hearers, to perswade, urge and convince, to discover the consonancy and harmony of Scripturetruths, to presse truth home upon the minds of men ' and acquirable by art ' but their efforts in this stand ' in conjunction with due dependance upon the Spirit, and his enlightning our souls '. The hearer is not to rely solely on the direct inspiration of the Spirit, nor is the Word totally inaccessible to the hearer without prior enlightenment : that argument ' makes all preaching and publishing of truth to no purpose '.'! In an appended argument for a learned ministry, Sedgwick describes the ' office of the minister ' as being ' to search into the will of God revealed already, declare, explain and presse the Truths already divulged by the Apostles ', which Truth is ' delivered in Scripture in undoubted plainnesse '.'" It is the didactic function of preaching that leads Sedgwick to the argument for plainness of style, but here we also see how close Sedgwick stands to the arguments about preaching after the war, for now it is the enemies on the left who are accused of not speaking plainly. This breach of decorum is not brought about by the excessive use of quotations or rhetorical ornament, however, but by their ' impertinent heaping up of Scriptures ' and the ' noise of their speech and the heat of their passions '. These stylistic failures cover up their inability to explain and prove their teachings from the Word, the didactic function that led to the arguments for plainness before the war :
They use words of deceit, subtilty and ambiguity. How do those men love to walk in the clouds, to speak above the understandings of men, off and on, with an industrious kinde of confusion ? Is this the plainnesse and simplicity of a Gospelpreacher ? is this for edification, to give such an uncertain sound, to leave the hearers in a mist of words and dark expressions ? are these interpreters of the revealed will of God, when the very Text it self is more easie, plain and familiar ? '# So the complaints about the Enthusiasts not preaching plainly arose out of the same argument for plain preaching associated with Puritan writers before the war, and those arguments rest on the didactic function of preaching. The preacher needs to speak plainly so that his hearers could understand how the application of his text derives from the inspired Word.
After the Civil War, the English Reformed theory and method of preaching were attacked from another direction. The conformist attack on Nonconformist preaching did not distinguish between the English Reformed method of preaching and the ' Enthusiasts ' appeal to direct inspiration. There is a polemical edge to the distinction between preaching styles as they are presented by the conformists, especially those nonLaudian conformists traditionally called ' Latitudinarian '.'$ In Joseph relationship between the Word, the Spirit, the preacher and hearer established by the English Reformed theory is demolished.
It should be clear from this description why the theological changes that came with the Restoration of the Established Church would coincide with a fundamental change in preaching style. The plain style of the s is the conversational genus humile of classical oratory, and has, therefore, very little in common with the plainness advocated by the English Reformed method of the pre-Civil War period. With their abandonment of the charismatic element and strict scripturalism of the Reformed teachings on the Word,(" the conformist writers on preaching could reintroduce the classical arguments for persuasion. Clearly, only such a profound change in the Church's understanding of the function of preaching, and the theology on which it rests, could explain why those practising the style of the pre-Civil War Puritans could become the passionate wordsters and the conformable preachers the practitioners of a dialectical plain style. It is the Latitudinarians' use of the these terms of description that in many ways has legitimated modern scholars' dismissal of the ' prolixity ' and ' metaphysical complexity ' of pre-Civil War preaching and their association of the Restoration ' plain style ' with a rationalist, scientific mentality.(# This article is necessarily only an outline of the complex history of preaching theories and methods in the seventeenth-century English Church, but it tries to demonstrate the importance of reading these texts according to the criteria by which they were produced before attempting to show their ideological or political significance. In order to understand the stylistic subtleties of seventeenth-century preaching, and the real points at issue in the debates over the styles best suited to the pulpit, we
